Speaking rate refers to the average number of phonemes within some unit time, while the rhythmic patterns refer to duration distributions for realizations of different phonemes within different phonetic structures. Both are key components of prosody in speech, which is different for different speakers. Models like cycle-consistent adversarial network (Cycle-GAN) and variational auto-encoder (VAE) have been successfully applied to voice conversion tasks without parallel data. However, due to the neural network architectures and feature vectors chosen for these approaches, the length of the predicted utterance has to be fixed to that of the input utterance, which limits the flexibility in mimicking the speaking rates and rhythmic patterns for the target speaker. On the other hand, sequence-to-sequence learning model was used to remove the above length constraint, but parallel training data are needed. In this paper, we propose an approach utilizing sequence-to-sequence model trained with unsupervised Cycle-GAN to perform the transformation between the phoneme posteriorgram sequences for different speakers. In this way, the length constraint mentioned above is removed to offer rhythm-flexible voice conversion without requiring parallel data. Preliminary evaluation on two datasets showed very encouraging results.
INTRODUCTION
Voice conversion (VC) is a task aiming to convert the speech signals from a certain acoustic domain to another while keeping the linguistic content the same. Examples of considered acoustic domains include not only the speaker identity, but many other factors orthogonal to the linguistic content such as speaking style, speaking rate [1] , noise condition, emotion [2, 3] , accent [4] , etc., with potential applications ranging from speech enhancement [5, 6] , computer-assisted pronunciation training for non-native language learner [4] , speaking assistance [7] , to speaker identity conversion [8, 9, 10, 11] , to name a few.
When speaker identity conversion is considered, in addition to the fact that the same phoneme sounds different when produced by different speakers, it is well known that the prosody can also be very different for different speakers. The prosody of speech includes not only the pitch range, but at least the speaking rate and the rhythmic patterns. While speaking rate refers primarily to the average number of phonemes produced within some unit time, the rhythmic pattern refers to the duration distributions for realizations of different phonemes within different phonetic structures. It is obvious that the speaking rate and rhythmic patterns are very different for different speakers. When the goal is to mimic the voice characteristics of a specific speaker, it is important that the prosody including the speaking rate and the rhythmic patterns of the target speaker is reproduced. This is why flexible speaking rates and rhythmic patterns are highly desired for voice conversion (VC).
The many approaches proposed for VC may be in most cases classified into two types: text-independent and textdependent. Text-independent VC directly predicts the target speech signals based on the source speech signals without considering the linguistic content or text. This is usually achieved with acoustic models such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [8, 12] or deep neural networks (DNNs) [13] . Text-dependent VC, on the other hand, converts speech signals through the textual information. That is, a speech recognizer is used to estimate the textual information from the source speech and a speech synthesizer is used to predict the target speech from the textual information. The conversion units for text-dependent VC are usually rougher (e.g., phonemes, characters or words) than those used in text-independent VC (e.g., frames). Approaches recently proposed using phoneme posteriorgram vectors as the conversion unit [14, 15] may be considered as a compromise between the two, because the posteriorgram probabilities for all possible phonemes in the source speech signals are estimated, converted and used to generate the target speech signals frame by frame.
Typically, text-independent VC requires parallel data. In other words, the data of utterance pairs produced by the source and target speakers for the same sentences are needed to train the conversion model. But recently, methods based on deep learning using only non-parallel data have been proposed [16, 17, 18] . However, in these approaches due to the limitations of the conversion models or acoustic features used, the utterance length before and after conversion has to be kept the same, so the goal of reproducing the speaking rate and rhythmic patterns of the target speaker is simply impossible to realize. Sequence-to-sequence learning performed on phoneme posteriorgram sequences may be a possible approach to achieve the above mentioned goal [19] , but all such approaches reported so far required parallel data. In this paper, we propose a rhythm-flexible VC approach producing target speech signals of variable length but trained with non-parallel data only.
Below in subsection 2.1, we first introduce the related works on text-independent VC using deep learning trained with non-parallel data and the associated length constraint. We then show in subsection 2.2 a primarily text-dependent approach using sequence-to-sequence model to transform between source and target speakers over the phoneme posteriorgram sequences, which overcame the problem of length constraint but required parallel data. In section 3, we therefore present the approach proposed here in this paper using non-parallel data but overcoming the length constraint to offer rhythm-flexible VC. We list model architectures and implementation for this proposed approach in section 4, and show experimental results with evaluations in section 5. Finally, we make some discussions and concluding remarks in section 6.
RELATED WORK

Non-parallel VC using Deep Learning
Recently, deep generative models such as Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [20] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [21] including Conditional GANs (CGANs) [22] were broadly studied because they can be applied to unsupervised learning problems. This is specially attractive for VC because that implies parallel data may not be needed. With VAEs, the encoder first extracts a latent feature representing the speaker-independent linguistic content, and then the decoder is trained to generate the voice of the target speaker conditioned on the latent feature and some extra information regarding the target speaker [16, 17, 23] . With CGANs, with the guidance of the discriminator, the conditional generator tries to generate acoustic features sounding like being produced by the target speaker conditioned on the acoustic features produced by the source speaker. Among the many extensions of CGANs, cycle-consistent adversarial network (Cycle-GAN) [24] and Star-GAN [25] have been very successfully used as domain translators between the source and target domains, and have been used for VC [18, 26, 27, 28] .
Although the above approaches are able to perform voice conversion without parallel data, the length of the generated signals are locked to be the same as that of the input signals due to the neural network architectures or the acoustic features used. For example, some of them used combinations of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [16, 17, 23] rather then the sequence-tosequence encoder-decoder architecture. These methods took a single frame or a segment of frames (e.g. 128 frames) as the input, and then generated a single frame or a segment of frames with the same length as the output. Some other approaches chose Mel-cepstral coefficients (MCEPs), logarithmic fundamental frequency (log F0), and aperiodicities (APs) as the features, but the conversion was performed on MCEPs only [18, 28] . The converted MCEPs have to be of the same length as the original ones in order to be aligned with the sequences of log F0 and APs when synthesizing back to the waveform. This fixed-length constraint makes it impossible for these very attractive deep learning approaches not requiring parallel data to be rhythm-flexible to better catch the prosody of the target speaker.
Sequence-to-sequence Conversion over Posteriorgram Sequences Trained with Parallel Data
An approach utilizing Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) encoder-decoder for sequence-to-sequence learning [29] transforming the phoneme posteriorgram sequences between different speakers that can overcome the length constraint mentioned above was proposed [19] . In this approach, in addition to a speech recognizer to produce the phoneme posteriorgram sequences and a speech synthesizer to reconstruct the signals, a module for transformation between the phoneme posteriorgram sequences for the source and target speakers was added in between to perform VC. This latter transformation module includes an RNN encoder and an RNN decoder operating frame by frame. The end-ofsequence token <EOS> produced at the RNN decoder at any time removed the length constraint mentioned above and offered more flexible rhythm for the output speech. However, the supervised training for sequence-to-sequence learning requires parallel data. This leads to the new approach proposed in this paper, which offers rhythm-flexible VC with variable length but doesn't require parallel data, as is presented below.
PROPOSED APPROACH
The approach proposed here successfully overcomes the length constraint mentioned in subsection 2.1 and removes the need for parallel data mentioned in subsection 2.2 by adopting Cycle-GAN, which is an unsupervised style transfer model capable of transforming the phoneme posteriorgram sequences between speakers. The three components of the approach is respectively presented in subsections 3.1, 3. Fig. 1 . The three components of the proposed approach. P P R(·) in (a) stands for Phoneme Posteriorgram Recognizer and P P T S(·) in (b) for Phoneme-Posteriorgram-to-Speech Synthesizer. U P P T in (c) stands for Unsupervised Phoneme Posteriorgram Transformer, which includes an encoder and a decoder. Dotted red arrows around the U P P T decoder indicates the output at the previous time index is used as the input at the next time index. The green arrow indicates the final state of the encoder is fed to the initial state of the decoder.
Phoneme Posteriorgram Recognizer
As in Figure 1 (a) , let x = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x Tx ] and y = [y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y Ty ] be the acoustic feature vector sequences from the source and target speaker domains, x t and y t be the feature vector at time index t, and T x and T y be the lengths of x and y. In Figure 1 (a), x and y are the Mel-scale spectrogram. Also, l x = [l x 1 , l x 2 , · · · , l x Tx ] and l y = [l y 1 , l y 2 , · · · , l y Ty ] are the ground truth label phoneme sequences corresponding to x and y, respectively. Phoneme Posteriorgram Recognizer P P R(·) is a speaker-independent neural network that estimates the phoneme posterior probabilities frame by frame given an acoustic feature vector sequence. This recognizer P P R(·) is trained to minimize L xent (l x , P P R(x)) and L xent (l y , P P R(y)), which are the cross-entropy between the ground truth label sequences (an one-hot vector for each time t) and the estimated phoneme posteriorgram sequences for data in both source and target speaker domains.
Phoneme-Posteriorgram-to-Speech Synthesizer
As in Figure 1 (b) , Phoneme-Posteriorgram-to-Speech Synthesizers P P T S x (·) and P P T S y (·) are the reverse process of P P R(·) for data in the source and target speaker domains respectively, or two neural networks that predict the speech feature vectorsx andȳ frame by frame given the phoneme posteriorgram sequencesp x = P P R(x) andp y = P P R(y). In Figure 1 (b),x andȳ are the log-magnitude version of x and y. Griffin-Lim is the algorithm synthesizing the speech waveform from the predicted log-magnitude versionx and y [30] . P P T S x (·) and P P T S y (·), are respectively trained to minimize the mean squared error between the ground truth speech feature vectors and the reconstructed version, L mse (x, P P T S x (p x )) and L mse (ȳ, P P T S y (p y )).
Unsupervised Phoneme Posteriorgram Transformer
As shown in Figure 1 (c) , the Unsupervised Phoneme Posteriorgram Transformer U P P T is an attention-based sequenceto-sequence model including an U P P T encdoer and an U P P T decoder, which transforms a source domain posteriorgram sequencep x = P P R(x) into another posteriorgram sequence very close to those for signals in the target domain, p y = P P R(y). The green arrow indicates the final state of the encoder is fed to the initial state of the decoder, and the dotted red arrows around the U P P T decoder indicate the output of the previous time index is used as the input at the next time index. This is a sequence-to-sequence model used to remove the length constraint and achieve the rhythmflexible VC mentioned previously.
Cycle-GAN
Let X and Y be the two sets that contain all estimated phoneme posteriorgram sequencesp x ,p y from the source and target speaker domains respectively. We adopt here the cycle-consistent generative adversarial network (Cycle-GAN) to learn the mapping between X and Y without paired data. As shown in Figure 2 , the whole training procedure includes two sets of generative adversarial networks (GANs), each with a generator and a discriminator. After Cycle-GAN training, two generators, G X→Y and G Y →X are obtained. These two generators are two transformers (U P P T s in subsection 3.3) that transformp x top x→y (p x→y = G X→Y (p x )) andp y top y→x (p y→x = G Y →X (p y )) respectively, wherê p x→y is a phoneme posteriorgram sequence mapped from the source domain to target domain andp y→x vice versa. Two discriminators are also trained, D X and D Y , to discriminate whether a phoneme posteriorgram sequence is a real one generated from a signal in a domain, or a fake one transformed from another domain.
Training Goal of Generators (or UPPTs)
The generators G X→Y , G Y →X take the phoneme posteriorgram sequences from a speaker domain as the input and produce another phoneme posteriorgram sequence close to those for another speaker domain. Both are built with attentionbased sequence-to-sequence model to learn the mapping betweenp x ∈ X andp y ∈ Y such that the distribution of G X→Y (p x ) is as indistinguishable from that ofp y as possible, and G Y →X (p y ) is as indistinguishable fromp x as possible. The training of the generators are guided by the discriminators described below to achieve the above scenario.
Training Goal of Discriminators
The discriminators D X and D Y take a phoneme posteriorgram sequence as the input, and produce a scalar indicating how "real" the input is from the sets X or Y for the domain considered, or actually fake or transformed from another domain. Such discriminators are to guide the generators. So the training objective of discriminators are to distinguish between the real sequences such asp x ,p y and fake sequences such as G Y →X (p y ), G X→Y (p x ) generated by the generators, and give higher scores to real ones and lower scores to fake ones.
Objective functions
Several objective functions are defined here as given below. 1. Adversarial Loss: Adversarial losses [21] are applied to both mapping functions, G X→Y and G Y →X . For the mapping function G X→Y and its discriminator D Y , we express the objective as in (1) .
(1)
is defined in exactly the same way as (1), except the roles of X and Y are reversed.
2. Cycle Consistency Loss: Cycle consistency losses [24] are applied when training the two generators. The transform cycle should be able to bring x back to the original phoneme posteriorgram sequence, i.e. G Y →X (G X→Y (x)) ≈ x and G X→Y (G Y →X (y)) ≈ y. We express this objective as in (2) . Fig. 3 . The complete voice conversion process for the proposed approach. Blocks with the same color share the same set of neural network parameters.
Domain X Speaker
(Note that L xent in (2) means cross-entropy)
(2) 3. Identity Mapping Loss: Identity mapping loss as proposed in the original work of Cycle-GAN [24] is also used here. When real samples of the target domain are provided as the input to the generator, the transformed result should be as close to the input as possible. It was found that adding this objective as an extra regularization term for the generators actually improved the transformed results. We express this objective as in (3) .
(3) The full objective for Cycle-GAN training is the sum of (1)(2)(3):
where λ 1 , λ 2 are balancing parameters. So overall we aim to solve:
Overall Voice Conversion
As shown in Figure 3 , the overall voice conversion is achieved by first passing the source speaker's speech signal through P P R(·) in subsection 3.1 to obtain its phoneme posteriorgram sequence, then using U P P T in subsection 3.3 to transform it to the target domain, and finally using P P T S(·) in subsection 3.2 trained on the target domain to synthesize the target speech signal from the given phoneme posteriorgram sequence.
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAINING
We adopted primarily the model architecture from the CBHG module [31] for all three parts of the proposed approach including the phoneme posteriorgram recognizer P P R(·), phoneme-posteriorgram-to-speech synthesizer P P T S(·) and the unsupervised phoneme posteriorgram transformer U P P T (or the generators). The convolution-bank in CBHG module was found to be able to better capture the local information over time, reduce overfitting and generalize well to long and complex inputs, such as acoustic feature sequences [32] . As previously suggested [18] , for the discriminators, we treated the input phoneme posteriorgram sequences as pictures with channel size one, and performed several 1D-convolution layers with strides larger then one for better capturing the local properties such as how many frames a speaker usually needs to produce a specific phoneme. The attention mechanism in U P P T was shown to be able to effectively improve the decoder's prediction [33] . The overall model architecture and training details are available 1 but left out here for space limitation. We considered P P R(·) as a pseudo-labeler. We first trained P P R(·) with the objective mentioned in subsection 3.1, and then trained P P T S(·) with the objective mentioned in subsection 3.2. With the above done, we then collected the estimated results of P P R(·) to train U P P T . For P P R(·), we used mel-scale spectrogram as the input acoustic features, and the phoneme set defined in Carnegie Mellon pronouncing dictionary [34] as the labels for the posteriorgram sequences. Thus the input to U P P T were sequences of vectors with dimension 70 (39 phoneme types with stress combinations, each treated as mono-phoneme). For P P T S, we used log-magnitude spectrogram as the output acoustic features, over which Griffin-Lim algorithm [30] was applied to synthesize the waveform. All other detailed setting followed the previous work [32] .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experimental setup
We used two datasets under a fully non-parallel setting. One is Librispeech [36] , an audio book read by multi-speakers. The other one is VCTK [37] , which is a multi-speaker dataset primarily reading newspapers and elicitation paragraphs intended to identify the speaker's accent. Both datasets were randomly split into training, validation and testing sets with percentages of 80%, 10% and 10%. The phone boundaries were not available in both datasets, so we used a force-aligner Fig. 4 . Average speaking rates (number of syllables / sec) for utterances in testing set before and after conversion. The dots and bars indicate the averages and the standard deviations. Speakers A, B belonged to the fastest speaking group and C, D to the slowest speaking group, (i) achieved by the conventional method [35] while (ii) by the proposed approach. The numbers shown are the averages.
pretrained on Librispeech dataset [38] to get the phone boundaries and corresponding phone classes for training P P R(·).
Librispeech Dataset
Using Praat Script Syllable Nuclei [39] to measure the speaking rate, we picked the fastest 20 speakers and the slowest 20 speakers to form a subset with a total length of 15.8 hours or 4609 utterances for evaluation of conversion across different speaking rates. When training the three components in Figure 1 , we used all the 40 speakers to train the speaker-independent P P R(·), the grouped fastest and slowest 20 speakers as two domains to initialize the Cycle-GAN training for U P P T (followed by individual training for each conversion pair), and individually trained speaker-dependent P P T S(·) for each speaker.
VCTK Dataset
We chose 18 speakers, some native and some non-native, with a total of 7.3 hours or 7132 utterances, as a different scenario for rhythmic patterns. We used all the 18 speakers to train the speaker-independent P P R(·), but trained the U P P T and P P T S(·) for each conversion pair individually.
Objective Evaluation
To show the proposed approach is able to learn the speaking rates of the target speakers, we chose two speakers A, B (with IDs 6925 and 460) from the fastest speaking group of Librispeech and two speakers C, D (with IDs 163 and 1363) from the slowest speaking group and performed the conversions A ↔ C and B ↔ D on the utterances in their testing sets using a conventional method [35] and the proposed approach. This is actually an ablation study, since the only difference between the two is whether the U P P T proposed here was used or not. The results are plotted in Figure 4 , where the averages Fig. 5 . Example rhythmic patterns (duration distributions) for phonemes "L", "N", "EH1", "EY1". The histograms were normalized by Gaussian kernel density estimation (bandwidth=0.125). Different colors represent the rhythmic patterns for different speakers (green and red) and converted voice (blue and brown). and standard deviations of the speaking rates are shown for the two approaches. We can see from Figure 4 the proposed approach could mimic the speaking rates of the target speaker much better.
To show the proposed approach is capable of learning the rhythmic patterns (phoneme duration distributions) for the target speaker, we chose a pair of speakers E, F (with IDs p231 and p265) from VCTK and performed the conversion E → F on their testing utterances. We used the pretrained forcealigner to obtain the phoneme duration and normalized the histograms by Gaussian kernel density estimation. The example rhythmic patterns for two vowels and two consonants are plotted in Figure 5 , in which the different colors are respectively for source and target speakers (green and red) and the converted voice by a conventional [35] (blue) and the proposed (brown) approaches. We can see from Figure 5 different speakers did show very different rhythmic patterns, and the proposed approach was able to mimic these patterns of the target speaker much better.
Subjective Evaluation
Subjective evaluation was performed on converted voice (including both intra-gender and inter-gender conversions) from VCTK datasets. In the binary preference test for speaker similarity, 20 subjects were given pairs of converted voice in random order and asked to choose one sounding more similar to a reference target utterance produced by the target speaker, comparing the proposed approach to a recently proposed non-parallel VC by Chou et al. [17] and the conventional method [35] . The results are in Figure 6 (a)(b). We can see the proposed approach obviously outperformed the two previous approaches in terms of speaker similarity.
The MOS for naturalness in Figure 6 (c) shows the proposed approach is better than the conventional method [35] , although not as good as the recently proposed non-parallel VC [17] , very probably because of the mean square error (MSE) objective function used in training P P T S(·) in subsection 3.2. It was found that models trained with MSE objective tend to output average predictions [40] , which may lead to over-smoothed log-magnitude spectrograms and blurred sounds after the Griffin-Lim algorithm. Investigations for replacing Griffin-Lim vocoder with a neural vocoder [41] or applying post-filters to enhance the output log-magnitude spectrograms are under progress. Another possible direction may be applying sequence-to-sequence Cycle-GAN directly on log-magnitude spectrograms rather than on the phoneme posteriorgram sequences, but at the difficulties of the high feature dimension and complex model structures.
CONCLUSION
Objective and subjective evaluation on two different datasets showed that the proposed approach is able to mimic the voice characteristics of a target speaker, including the speaking rate and rhythmic patterns, without parallel data by utilizing sequence-to-sequence learning trained with Cycle-GAN to remove the length constraint. Although phoneme boundaries are needed for the training data, an easily obtained pretrained force-aligner can offer these boundaries.
